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Environment

Water Management
AUB Bahrain achieved a
year-on-year increase of
20% in water-saving
during 2021.

Paper Consumption
In addition to reducing overall
paper consumption during
2021, AUB increased paper
recycling by 86% during the
same year.

Green Initiatives
AUB Bahrain supported the expansion of
green spaces in residential areas, schools
and private institutions. The bank also
participated in national afforestation efforts
by planting trees through National Initiative
for Agricultural Development (NIAD) and
Clean Up Bahrain.

Digital customer on boarding
By rolling out digital services at
all AUB Bahrain’s branches, 50%
of all new accounts in 2021 were
opened digitally, making them
100% paperless in comparison to
2020 and before. AUB Bahrain’s
continuous digitization efforts
earned it several prestigious
awards from international
publications in 2021 such as the
Most Innovative Bank in the
Middle East by EMEA Finance
and the Most Innovative Digital
Bank by Global Finance.

Transportation
In support of AUB's
employees’ health and
safety during the pandemic,
working from home hours
increased from 930,000 in
2020 to 2.1 million in 2021.
The bank effectively applied
its Flexible Business
Management Strategy
during the year. This
strategy had a positive
impact on the reduction of
CO2 emissions when
transportation and
commuting were reduced
to an average of 18 days per
month for each employee
working from home.

Online enhancements for businesses
The year 2021 saw the introduction of more than
50 enhancements to AUB Bahrain’s digital
corporate banking platforms. These
enhancements have positively impacted the
customers’ experience, empowering clients
throughout their daily money management
journeys. Twenty per cent of these digitization
initiatives have transformed the customer
journey by moving away from paper-based
processes. This in turn has had a positive impact
on the environment and earned the bank
international recognition by Global Finance as
Best Integrated Corporate Banking Site (2021)
and Best Digital Bank.

Social

Scholarships
AUB Bahrain awarded two
students with university
scholarships in 2021. The
students were chosen
based on their academic
performance and their
contributions to their
community. In addition to
financial support, the
students will receive
hands-on training and
mentoring by AUB
professionals.

SME empowerment through innovation
AUB has introduced various innovative products and
services to support SMEs. The Al Tajer program of
discounts and offers is a 100% digital solution that
provides support for SME startups’ design and setup.
The program supports business growth and
empowerment on self-service channels by making
discounts and special offers from other business
partners of AUB available and accessible to AUB’s Al
Tajer customers. Another innovative service from AUB
for SMEs is Cheque Protection. Backed by an overdraft
facility, this unique proposition allows SME customers
to cover cheques presented if funds are not available
in their accounts. Another pioneering product in
Bahrain is POS Lending. It gives AUB’s business
customers the ability to borrow funds against their
point-of-sale receivables. AUB was recognized by
Global Finance as Best SME Banking in 2021.

Mazaya Social Housing Scheme
In 2021, AUB offered a higher level of support to
clients with a limited income to make the purchase
of their first residential property a smooth
experience with less burden. AUB expanded its
support by offering financing of up to 120% of the
property value over a period that can reach 30 years
as well as levying administration, property evaluation
and loan insurance fees. This level of support means
more funding to cover the cost of the property,
furniture, and consolidation of other financial
commitments in addition to more affordable
installments over longer repayment periods.

For its performance as
a retail bank in Bahrain,
AUB was awarded the
“Best Local Bank in
Bahrain – 2021” title by
EMEA Finance and the
“Best in Social Media
Marketing & Services –
2021” by Global Finance

Staff

Women Statistics
AUB’s female workforce rose from
34% to 36% between 2019 and
2021, while women in leadership
positions increased from 19% to
23% during the same period.

Employees with special needs
Employees with special needs are part of the
AUB family. As part of AUB’s strategy of
inclusivity, the bank was fully equipped with the
required amenities to ensure adequate services
are always available for all employees with
special needs.

